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IL Project Number
-
Filed Inspection Staff Name
RE1
Inspector2
QA/QC
HMA3
QA/QC
PCC4
IDOT Doc
Class
Current5
Licensed
PE6
NPDES7
IDA RE
Class8
CMMS⁹
Attach page 2 (Resume) for all requested inspection staff
Consultant Project Manager Certification
As project manager, I have reviewed the attached training and experience of the above proposed staff and determined them to be qualified to provide construction inspection that meets the sponsor's grant obligations, and my firm's professional obligations.  I will oversee their efforts during the project and report to IDOT's airport field construction engineer in accordance with the sponsor's agency agreement.  I will notify the department and sponsor of any changes in inspection personnel and seek approval before they are used.
Based on this submittal, I believe the consultant's proposed construction inspection staff meet or exceed the Department's minimum requirements.
FIELD INSPECTION STAFF RESUME
IL Project Number
-
The below section is for changes to the original approved plan, the project manager shall certify below:
This change is submitted in accordance with the certification as provided on the original plan. The candidate's project role and qualifications are marked in the boxes to the right. 
Inspection Role
RE¹
Inspector²
QC/QA HMA³
QC/QA PCC⁴
IDOT Doc 
Class Current⁵
Licensed PE⁶
NPDES⁷
IDA RE Class⁸
CMMS⁹
Table Summary
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 see last page for Instructions
AER 34 Instructions
1 If the candidate will act as the responsible in charge RE, mark this box
2If the candidate will act as an inspector under the supervision of the RE mark this box
3Enter the highest level of the IDOT QC/QA training for HMA that the candidate has successfully completed
4Enter the highest level of IDOT QC/QA training for PCC that the candidate has successfully completed
5Check the box if the candidate's certification is current for the IDOT construction documentation class
6Check the box if the candidate is a licensed Professional Engineer
7Check the box if the candidate is a currently certified IDOT's construction phase NPDES reviewer
8Enter the date of the IDA RE class the candidate has last attended
⁹If the candidate successfully completed training and was granted access by IDOT, check the box
Initial Submittal
In accordance with the sponsor's AIP grant obligation to provide “adequate engineering oversight”, the consultant project manager will provide this form to IDA and the sponsor before the project Notice to Proceed (submit page 1 and individual resumes).
Personnel Changes During Construction
When any personnel new to the project, or changes in roles, occur after the Notice to Proceed, submit “Field Inspection Staff Resume” sheets with the update certification at the bottom signed by the Project Manager.
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